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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach are the largest container shipping ports in the nation. 

Thousands of short-haul Class-8 drayage trucks move these containers from the ports to locations in Los 

Angeles and the Southern California region. This study defines the Key Performance Parameters (KPPs) 

expected by drayage truck operators serving the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. This report is one 

component of the I-710 Zero Emission Truck Commercialization Study, and will inform a subsequent 

study regarding zero emission trucks commercialization. 

KPPs describe the vehicle performance and operation that a drayage operator requires from its fleet. For 

this study, KPPs and their baseline values are developed through industry input, gathered from a broad 

survey as well as through interviews with key stakeholders. These KPPs are separated into four 

categories: vehicle performance, range and refueling, maintenance and service, and scheduling and 

operations. 

While the KPPs specify expected performance, the requirements for many parameters are flexible, 

especially those that input into a Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) analysis. For example, the expected up-

front cost for a truck can be higher if there are savings through operation or increased productivity. 

However, interviewees identified three KPPs that are absolutely required: 

1. vehicle must have sufficient power for operation (400 horsepower [HP], 1,200-1,800 foot 

pounds [ft-lbs] of torque),  

2. vehicle must achieve the necessary range (200+ miles), and  

3. vehicle must have the capability to be used on all delivery routes. 

Additional parameters that were highlighted as important by interviewees, but not flagged as absolutely 

required, include: 

1) 10 years of vehicle life, 

2) 10-14 hours of daily operation, and 

3) accessible fueling infrastructure. 

The largest limiting factor to emerge from this analysis is the requirement for “all-purpose” drayage 

trucks. Due to logistical issues it is believed to be impractical to restrict trucks to certain routes or 

destinations. Because drivers are independent contractors who make a wide variety of deliveries to 

destinations both within and outside Gateway Cites, the dray operators have limited control over their 

actions. A strategy of limited routes is most feasible when drivers are directly employed by the operator, 

and can be assigned to predetermined routes.  

This report informs upcoming studies of zero-emission truck technology. As a component of a TCO 

report, different technology options will be compared against the KPPs identified here.  In addition, 

these concepts can be further developed as part of a Product Definition Document (PDD), a valuable 

tool for Original Equipment Managers (OEMs) that can be developed in a future project. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) and Gateway Cities Council of 

Governments (GCCOG) are evaluating transportation improvements that would improve safety and 

mobility in the I-710 freeway  from the Ocean Boulevard in Long Beach to State Route 60. Envisioned as 

part of this project is a zero-emission freight corridor (ZEFC) in the region along the I-710. The ZEFC 

would be limited to trucks with no tailpipe emissions (zero emission, or ZE trucks). In order to better 

understand the needs and usage of the ZEFC, Metro and the GCCOC have included this effort in the 

Gateway Cities Strategic Transportation Plan (STP). 

Figure 1. Map of Gateway Cities Council of Governments and its constituent members 

 

As part of the STP, CALSTART was tasked in researching and evaluating potential truck technologies that 

will meet the key needs of goods movement drayage companies which achieve the zero-emission goals 

within the I-710 corridor.  This work can be divided into two overall categories – first, to determine the 

key performance parameters (KPP) required by the goods movement industry when selecting their fleet 

technology; and second, to identify zero-emission technology options to meet these needs. It is 

expected that a suite of technologies will address drayage needs while achieving zero emissions on the 

area along the I-710 corridor.  

This report discloses the KPP requirements identified for I-710 stakeholders. KPPs were identified 

through multi-layered input from drayage operators, Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) input, 
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and key stakeholder advisors. The work in this report leverages CALSTART’s extensive industry network 

through member companies, industry associations, and the CalHEAT program.  

Data on user needs and key performance parameters were collected through an extensive industry 

survey, distributed to more than 1,000 operators in the LA region. The results of this survey were 

distilled into a set of KPPs for drayage trucks in the study area. 

Survey results and KPP findings were reviewed and vetted through interviews with key drayage industry 

stakeholders. This interview group provided feedback on the distilled KPP parameters as well as the 

target values for each parameter. Future work will bring in ZE truck manufacturers and industry 

suppliers for validation and feedback. 

One conclusion from the KPP development is the degree to which ZE drayage trucks will need to provide 

the same capability as current diesel trucks. The KPP targets described here, and the ranking made by 

stakeholders, provide feedback to OEMs on if the trucks must be “full performance”, or if there are 

opportunities to provide a less capable (yet more economical) truck that still meets the need of the 

drayage community. 

This report informs upcoming studies of zero-emission truck technology. As a component of a TCO 

report, different technology options will be compared against the KPPs identified here.  In addition, 

these concepts can be further developed as part of a Product Definition Document (PDD), a valuable 

tool for OEMs that can be developed in a future project. 
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2. NEEDS OF DRAYAGE TRUCK OPERATORS 

In order to develop key performance parameters, it is necessary to understand which users will be 

moving freight along the region along and nearby the I-710, and the needs of these users in terms of 

equipment and operation. The needs of drayage operators (both larger companies and independent 

owner-operators) are driven by business and infrastructure dynamics, while technology evaluations are 

driven by a comparison for meeting those needs. 

The routes in this region serve a wide variety of users, with major origin and destination points at the 

ports, railyards, local and regional distribution centers, and points outside the immediate region (for 

example,  Bakersfield or Mexico). A comprehensive analysis of all user groups would be broad but less 

conclusive, as the needs of all users would be quite varied and difficult to distill into specific results. 

Instead, we focus this analysis specifically on drayage trucks moving containers to and from the ports of 

Los Angeles and Long Beach (POLA/POLB), as well as related trips (for example, moving containers from 

temporary transloading warehouses to the final destination or railyard). As shown below, these 

movements account for the plurality or majority of truck trips along the corridor, especially in the 

southern half.  

This section contains information and insights into dray user needs using a variety of sources. First, a 

summary of typical drayage truck duty cycles is presented, based on prior research and truck 

measurements. Next, a survey of drayage truck operators and fleet managers reveal typical 

characteristics of drayage truck operation. Lastly, follow up interview with key stakeholders in this field 

provide more specific information on needs of the industry. 

2.1 Characterization of Drayage Truck Duty Cycles 

We can better understand the operational dynamics of a port drayage truck by examining how it is 

operated on a typical trip. This operation, or duty cycle, includes data such as the top speed of the truck, 

acceleration and number of stops. This information was captured by TIAX, LLC in a 2011 study which 

monitored and analyzed the movements of three drayage trucks over several weeks.1 

The study measured operation of each truck in several scenarios: near-dock operation, local operation 

(less than 20 miles from the ports), and regional operation (between 20 and 120 miles from the ports). 

Vehicle data loggers collected engine parameters such as speed and distance, GPS positional data, and 

acceleration/deceleration. For each trip, an analysis characterized average speed and other trip 

statistics. 

                                                           

1
 “Characterization of Drayage Truck Duty Cycles at the Port of Long Beach and Port of Los Angeles,” TIAX LLC, 

March 2011. Available at http://www.cleanairactionplan.org/civica/filebank/blobdload.asp?BlobID=2515 
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Based on these data, the study identified three constructed duty cycles to represent the range of truck 

operation. The parameters for each duty cycle are useful for the KPP study, as they provide data 

measurements that can support other KPP input.  Duty cycle statistics are shown in the table below. 

Table 1. Duty cycle statistics for several drayage truck trip types2 

Statistic Units 
Near Dock 
operations 

Local 
operations 

Regional 
operations 

Average Speed MPH 6.6 6.8 28.6 

Maximum Speed MPH 40.6 46.5 58.5 

Distance Miles 5.61 8.71 49.02 

Stops Number 30 40 34 

Miles/Stop Number 0.19 0.22 1.44 

Max. Acceleration MPH/sec 4.45 3.45 6.65 

Max Deceleration MPH/sec -5.35 -4.10 -7.30 

% idle Percent 50% 60% 22% 

 

In addition, the study noted that road grades, while not collected in the truck data, are an important 

factor in truck performance. Specifically, the three bridges connecting freeways to POLA/POLB (Gerald 

Desmond, Schuler Heim, and Vincent Thomas) have road grades as high as 6.5%. A key performance 

parameter for truck analysis is sufficient power to traverse these slopes, especially when starting from a 

standstill. 

2.1.1 Further Opportunities in Analyzing Drayage Truck Operation 

The primary strength of the TIAX report is its technical analysis of duty cycles, measured through GPS 

analysis. Its primary weakness is the limited scope of the study – just three trucks were instrumented, 

possibly leading to results that are not representative of the full drayage user group. Two opportunities 

present themselves for further analysis. 

The first opportunity is a more-comprehensive analysis of truck movements, using GPS tracking on a 

large number of vehicles for better understanding of vehicle behavior. CALSTART has had significant 

vehicle instrumentation experience, and we believe this larger data set could be successfully collected 

and analyzed for a set of results that are more representative of vehicle activity and should be part of a 

follow-up program. 

                                                           

2
 “Characterization of Drayage Truck Duty Cycles at the Port of Long Beach and Port of Los Angeles,” TIAX LLC, 

March 2011. Available at http://www.cleanairactionplan.org/civica/filebank/blobdload.asp?BlobID=2515 
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The second opportunity is not through a direct instrumented data approach, but rather an analysis of 

drayage dispatch data likely collected by large dray operators. An analysis of a data set including truck 

origins and destinations and vehicle activity could lead to results that show several important variables, 

including number of turns, common routes, trip distance, and others. A benefit of this approach is it 

would aggregate data from a much larger set of vehicles than could be instrumented directly and could 

also be part of a follow-up program with the cooperation of a few drayage companies. 

2.2 I-710 Freight Operator Usage Survey Results 

In June 2013 CALSTART conducted a survey freight operator needs. The survey was distributed to a 

diverse set of goods movement stakeholders who utilize both the I-710 corridor as well as the 

surrounding region. The purpose of the survey is to better understand the needs and usage patterns of a 

wide variety of freight stakeholders who move drayage from/to the rail yards and or the San Pedro Bay 

ports.   

The survey document was developed in consultation with GCCOG, Arellano Associates, the Harbor 

Trucking Association (HTA), and the California Trucking Association (CTA). The survey was distributed 

electronically to members of HTA and CTA, through the organizations’ group email list. In total, over 

1,000 CTA and HTA members received notices about the survey. We then filtered the responses to limit 

our data set to trucks that directly serve the ports, in order to eliminate other freight uses that are 

outside our scope. 

The survey addressed several topics relevant to this analysis: information on fleet composition / industry 

focus, operator shifts and refueling practices, vehicle service life and turnover, and alternative fuels 

usage. The findings indicate several insights relevant to this report: 

 The length of each trip for a port drayage truck vary greatly, from short local runs to longer 

regional runs; 

 Trucks maintain a long service life of over 600,000 miles on average. 

 Fleet refueling needs (every shift or day) will place large requirements for alternative fuel 

infrastructure; 

 There has been very little adoption of ZE trucks to-date, although there is interest in pursuing 

the technology further.  

One limitation of this survey approach is that it captures stakeholder feedback as of today, and do not 

provide direct insights into future trends. However, while the distribution of responses is likely to 

change in absolute terms, the total range (for example, the range from shortest trips to longest trips), is 

less likely to change. As such, the key performance parameters for meeting today’s range of 

requirements will still be relevant in future years. 

The full survey is included in Appendix A. 

2.2.1 Length of Truck Trips 
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Respondents provided information on the trip distances traveled often or very often. Drayage Truck trip 

distances were broken down between port-related trips and non-port related trips. Results were 

recorded for port-related and non-port trips, and interestingly, the responses were very consistent 

between response groups. A greater portion of port trips occurred in the 10-20 mile range, while a 

greater portion of non-port trips occurred in the 40-60 mile range. Trucks on these longer routes are 

limited to 1-2 turns per day. In total, 59% of port trips were less than 40 miles, while 56% of non-port 

trips were limited to the same distance. Distributions are shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Survey Results: Typical Trip Distance (traveled often or very often) 

 
CALSTART 2013. 

The vast majority (85%) of respondents maintained a headquarters/depot in the LA basin. 77% of 

respondents domiciled their trucks at this same location, with vehicles returning to the depot either 

after every run, after every shift, or at the end of the day. 

A key finding for truck trip patterns is the portion of truck trips that occur outside the region along I-710 

corridor. This distance has a large impact on the technical feasibility of alternative fuel options, because 

fuel options that have in-corridor charging (such as catenary) will have limited range outside the 

corridor. The findings indicate that for trips along the I-710, 69% of trips go to destinations less than 40 

miles away from the corridor. 

2.2.2 Operator Shifts and Refueling Patterns 

The survey queried drivers and operators about their daily habits in terms of driving time and refueling 

behavior. These behaviors provide insights into the operating time and range that define a “full-

performance truck.” 

Survey results show that freight organizations operate their vehicles for few shifts per day, but many 

hours per shift. 41% of respondents indicated that they operate just one shift per day, while 54% 
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operate two shifts per day. As expected based on these results, vehicles operate for a long time each 

shift, with 89% of respondents running shifts of greater than 10 hours per shift. 

 

Figure 3. Survey Results: Truck Operating Hours per Shift 

 
CALSTART 2013. 

Based on responses on refueling patterns, “full performance trucks” must have the capability of 

operating for the entire shift on one tank or charge. A unanimous 100% of respondents stop to refuel 

just one time per shift or between shifts. 94% of respondents stop to refuel just one time per day, which 

means the majority of vehicles that operate two shifts per day operate on both trips with a single tank 

of fuel.  The time between each fueling, or refueling interval, is a key performance parameter and 

included below. 

The vast majority take advantage of preset refueling times, while only half of the respondents 

supplement scheduled refueling with opportunistic refueling. 82% of respondents indicated that they 

refuel at the beginning or end of a shift, which implies they use fueling stations either at or near the 

depot.  53% of respondents supplement this structure or rely exclusively on opportunistic refueling 

either as needed or at rest/meal break. These responses have consequences for the location and 

distribution of fueling stations. The vast majority of respondents have set up their operations in a way 

that can take advantage of fueling stations distributed near clusters of depots or domiciling yards. 

Driving range is an additional key consideration when considering “full performance” truck needs. A key 

performance parameter for alternative fuel vehicle will be meeting the range needs of freight operators, 

such that truck performance is consistent with current operational needs. In this regard, truckers have 

significant range requirements – fully 60% of respondents have a minimum acceptable distance of 200 

miles between fill-ups, while 22% of respondents indicate a minimum acceptable distance of between 

100 and 200 miles between fill-ups. However, these results come with a caveat – while the responses 
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represent current activity, it is reasonable to expect that future patterns will change with the expansion 

of near-dock and off-dock railyards, as well as other trends, like the growth of transloading facilities or 

warehouses further from the ports. 

Figure 4. Survey Results: Minimum Acceptable Distance Before Refueling 

 
CALSTART 2013. 

Respondents provided information about the typical duration of refueling stops, and other activities 

conducted while refueling or taking a break. 42% of respondents indicated a typical refueling duration of 

20 minutes (the most popular selection), while just 17% indicated stops of 10 minutes or less. 43% stop 

for at least 30 minutes.  

2.2.3 Vehicle Service Life and Turnover 

The survey section on service life, turnover and purchasing gathered industry data on vehicle lifetimes 

and end-of-life procedures. Respondents answered questions on years of vehicle life (years and 

cumulative mileage), drivers for end-of-life, and routing patterns. 

There was little agreement among respondents in the age of vehicles before turnover. 48% of 

respondents indicated they operate their vehicles for more than 8 years, while 12% indicated that they 

operate their vehicles for less than 5 years. The wide spread may be indicative of trends found in 

different freight sectors, or may reflect the high usage that some trucks undergo in their lifetimes. On 

average, the existing trucks used for port drayage have diesel motors and accumulate 604,000 miles 

over the lifetime of the vehicle. 

The range in vehicle lifetimes is partially explained by the reasons respondents provided for turning over 

their fleet. 18% of respondents indicated that lifetimes are dictated by accumulated mileage.69% 

indicated that an additional factor is costs of maintenance or costs of replacement, when there are 

dealer offers and purchasing incentives. The greatest concern, which is most applicable in the past few 
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years, is the need for turnover due to new regulations or requirements, with 70% of respondents 

indicating it was a factor in their decisions.  

Figure 5. Survey Results: Drayage Truck Vehicle Life, 2013 

 
CALSTART 2013. 

The reported patterns in truck usage demonstrate the need for “general performance” trucks. Only 27% 

of respondents indicated that certain trucks in their fleet are single-use trucks, operating on specific 

routes (such as between the ports and the off-dock railyards). 73% required that their fleet be available 

to serve all assignments. Similarly, the vast majority of respondents, 78%, utilize the first available truck 

in their fleet when assigning jobs to specific trucks. Without the usage of specific truck “routes”, there 

are greater challenges in rolling out zero-emission (such as catenary) vehicles that require ZE 

infrastructure on the roads. 

2.2.4 Current Adoption of ZE Trucks and Alternative Fuels 

A question block on alternative fuel use illuminated the current alternative fuel truck fleet in use by 

stakeholder respondents, and the lack of variety that currently exists. Overall, the survey indicated that 

there is little alternative fuel vehicle (AFV) penetration into fleets, and lack of infrastructure will be a 

large barrier to further roll-outs. 

In their current fleets, several respondents indicated that they have experimented with alternative fuels. 

45% of respondents indicated that they utilized natural gas (either CNG or LNG) as part of fleet 

operations. However, aside from this “conventional” alternative fuel, no fleets indicated that they make 

use of electric, hydrogen, or propane vehicles. Interest in AFVs is high: 54% of respondents indicated 

that they would be interested in acquiring alternative fuel trucks, although this breakdown would likely 

favor low-emission NG rather than zero-emission technologies. 
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Fuel costs are an important consideration for AFV adoption, because the fleet operators show sensitivity 

to operating costs (including fuel and maintenance). On average, respondents incurred $130,000 

annually in costs for fueling each truck, which roughly equates to 35,000 gallons of diesel consumed per 

truck annually. Based on this response, the KPP analysis will be able to show the cost delta of alternative 

fuels vs. current baselines. 

Infrastructure is a concern for alternative fuel vehicles, however based on survey responses this may not 

be as large an issue as expected. 35% of respondents indicated they have diesel fueling on-site, while 

only 4% indicated similar capability for natural gas. The vast majority (the remainder) indicated no 

dedicated fueling infrastructure, and utilizes commercial fueling stations. This implies that for most 

respondents, an accessible alternative fueling station would be sufficient, and they would not require an 

expensive build-out of on-site infrastructure. ZE truck implications are clear – battery-electric trucks 

would require on-site infrastructure; but as long as other fuel technology (such as hydrogen) included 

centrally accessible fueling stations, this would be consistent with driver behavior. 

Related to off-site facilities, 77% of respondents indicated they have special purchasing agreements for 

diesel fuel, and 12% indicated the same arrangement for natural gas. As a result of these agreements, 

respondents save an average of $14,000 per year total for their fleets. 

 

2.3 Inputs from Stakeholder Interviews 

The survey results described above provide information on broad industry trends. Survey results were 

validated and expanded upon through interviews with key stakeholders in the dray community (fleet 

managers, operators, dispatchers, and executives). The specific comments from these interviews 

informed this report’s list of drayage KPPs. 

Interview results are described below, broken out into major drayage categories. 

2.3.1 Driving Range and Refueling 

Driving range for any freight truck is a central performance need, and industry stakeholders provided 

input, not just on baseline targets but also on the range of parameters they consider when evaluating 

truck performance.  While KPPs such as driving range have been well established previously (and fine-

tuned in this analysis), parameters surrounding refueling have been less-characterized. The stakeholder 

interviews identified several refueling needs that are more complex than simple targets and baseline 

parameters. 

KPPs surrounding driving range have been analyzed in prior studies. These include daily driving range 

and distance traveled per trip, separated into on-corridor distance need (including the I-710 freeway 

and neighboring areas vs. off-corridor distance needs.  

Interviewees did not have specific requirements for many refueling KPPs, including station availability or 

range on a tank. Instead, they focused on the total amount of time and effort needed to keep the 
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vehicles fueled. By this metric, a vehicle that needed to be refueled daily, but from an easily-accessible 

station, was as appealing (or unappealing) as a vehicle with inaccessible fueling stations but very long 

range. Further, if the infrastructure is designed poorly, it can become a bottleneck that causes additional 

refueling delays. 

The baseline expectations for current diesel trucks are well-understood. Interviewees specified that 

current diesel trucks get 400 miles of range on a single tank, and have a refueling interval of between 2 

and 4 days. Some operators refuel at retail stations, while others use a service that brings fuel to the 

truck yard and refuels the vehicles at night. Interviewees expect 4.5-5.5 MPG, but new trucks have been 

achieving up to 8 MPG. 

2.3.2 Truck Performance 

Drayage trucks are used for a very specific purpose in a specific region. Because of this, dray operators 

have a good understanding of what performance they need in their fleet. However, while over-the-road 

trucks have been analyzed before, the requirements for drayage trucks serving POLA/POLB are not as 

well documented. 

There are two approaches to specifying performance KPPs – first, based on how the vehicle is used, and 

second, based on engine specifications. Vehicle KPPs include top speed, maximum acceleration, 

capability on grades, and similar parameters. Engine KPPs are simpler – the amount of horsepower and 

torque needed to power the truck. Both approaches have been used to specify the minimum 

requirements for a drayage truck. 

Programs such as the POLA/POLB Truck Advancement Program (TAP) have analyzed truck activity to 

specify needs including gradeability (the maximum grades are found on the bridges exiting the ports). 

The requirements for gradeability and startability are set by these bridges – a truck must be able to 

overcome a 6% grade, starting from a stop when on that grade, while fully loaded. Truck loads can vary 

from 10,000 to 90,000 lbs, (maximum container weight, not total truck gross vehicle weight) depending 

on the content of the containers. 

Dray operators have a much simpler approach to truck performance. One interviewee was very clear: he 

expected 400 HP and 1,200-1,800 ft-lbs of torque out of a new truck. This engine specification is much 

simpler than establishing vehicle parameters, and is in sync with the way that OEMs design and market 

their trucks. Several interviewees specifically called out limitations with lower-power LNG trucks 

currently on the road, but expected this to be fixed with the next generation of 12 and 15 liter engines, 

as well as dual-fuel engines. 

Related to performance, new trucks are expected to have all the “creature comforts” for drivers, 

including air conditioning and sound system. Navigation systems add additional hotel loads. These 

powerful hotel loads place additional burden on the vehicle power plant. 

2.3.3 Vehicle Schedule and Operation 
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Beyond technical specifications, drayage trucks must be able to perform in a way that fits with how the 

dray companies operate – hours of operation, trips, driver schedules, and other KPPs. Interviewees 

provided specifics on their operations to quantify the KPPs.   

Operators expect to run at least 3 turns per day per truck, which may reach 4 or 5 on a productive day. 

The number of turns depends greatly on delays when picking up containers at the ports; dwell times can 

range from 30 minutes to over two hours. In some cases, the trucks are parked for a portion of this time, 

which allows the driver (or causes the anti-idle device) to shut down the engine. In other cases, trucks 

are creeping in a long queue, and the trucks remain in an idle or near-idle state for long stretches of 

time. 

Both the dray companies and drivers are motivated to complete as many trips as possible. 85% of 

drivers are independent contractors and are paid based on number of containers moved rather than an 

hourly wage. Because the drivers are independent contractors, the drayage companies are very limited 

in how they can direct the drivers to do their jobs. For example, if a dray company were to specify that a 

driver is limited to certain routes or certain destinations, this may classify the driver as an employee 

rather than independent. 

Nearly all trucks are in service for 10-14 hours per day, on one driver shift. Driver shifts are limited by 

federal hours of service regulations rather than port schedules or truck requirements. In some cases, an 

independent owner-operator may add a second shift with another driver, increasing the revenue for 

that truck. 

Because the drivers are independent contractors, dray companies are unable to designate specific trucks 

as limited-service trucks. For example, a truck can’t be limited to runs along the corridor, or short runs 

to and from the railyards. Every truck in the drayage fleet must be a full-service truck, able to complete 

any run.  

Interviewees estimated that 80-90% of trucks return to a central yard at the end of each day, while the 

remainder travel home with the owner-operator, often to Riverside.  These drivers often start the day 

by bringing a container from the Inland Empire to the ports. 

2.3.4 Maintenance and Service 

Dray operators expect high levels of reliability and vehicle life from new vehicles. Dray trucks are 

expected to perform with 90% or greater uptime, essentially 2 or 3 days out-of-service per month. Much 

of the service is planned maintenance and normal wear and tear. Operators expect the greatest uptime 

from new trucks, and factor this into TCO decisions when purchasing. 

Except for the largest operators with thousand-truck fleets, operators do not own their own 

maintenance facility, but rather contract out service and maintenance. Service occurs off-site at either 

the contractor’s location or the dealer for warrantee service. This service arrangement is significant for 

ZE trucks, as it eliminates a KPP that would have been very restrictive – the need to service trucks in-

house. 
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Operators have high expectations for vehicle life. For a new truck, the expectation is 10 years at the 

minimum. Lifetime mileage is high as well – interviewees specified 500,000 miles, which is consistent 

with survey results.  Only a small part of this service is covered under dealer warrantee. One interviewee 

specified 3 years, 300,000 miles. For new technology vehicles, a longer and/or more comprehensive 

warrantee would alleviate concerns about reliability. 
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3. KEY PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS FOR DRAYAGE TRUCKS 

KPPs represent a quantification of user needs and show the minimum requirements that a drayage truck 

must achieve to meet the needs of operators. For this report, draft KPPs were identified through the 

first survey and research, then validated and expanded upon through stakeholder interviews. The KPPs 

were limited to factors that would be relevant for zero-emission vehicle technologies. 

All inputs coalesced around four KPP categories: driving range and refueling, scheduling and operation, 

truck performance, and vehicle lifetime and service requirement.  In each KPP category, the relevant 

KPPs are listed along with baseline expectations for current diesel vehicles.  

Of all the KPPs below, interviewees were very clear about which KPPs are required, or cannot be missed. 

According to interviewees, regardless of fuel technology a drayage truck must deliver three properties: 

1. vehicle must have sufficient power for operation (400 horsepower [HP], 1,200-1,800 foot 

pounds [ft-lbs] of torque),  

2. vehicle must achieve the necessary range (200+ miles), and  

3. vehicle must have the capability to be used on all delivery routes. 

Other KPPs are flexible if they are only one component of a TCO calculation. For example, a truck with 

higher upfront costs can be justified if the fuel costs are less expensive or the truck is more productive. 

These KPPs are specific to the drayage community serving POLA/POLB. Operators in other industries or 

other locations will have different requirements.  

Table 2. Key Performance Parameters Related to Driving Range and Refueling 

Key Performance Parameter Baseline Values 

Daily Range Up to 200 miles. 

Distance per-trip 40 mi, for example from the ports to the Inland Empire. 

Number of turns per day 3 is typical, 4-5 on a good day 

Refueling interval Baseline 2-4 days for diesel, daily for LNG. Varies greatly on 
number of turns daily and the container destinations. 

Fuel economy 4.5-5.5 MPG is typical; some new trucks up to 8 MPG. 

Range per tank of diesel 400 miles typical for diesel trucks 

Availability of refueling infrastructure On-site refueling is best, either through depot fueling 
infrastructure or a contractor traveling to the yard to fill up 
the trucks. Otherwise centralized infrastructure is important. 
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Table 3. Key Performance Parameters Related to Truck Scheduling and Operation 

Key Performance Parameter Baseline Values 

Operating time per day 10-14 hours. Limited by federal Hours of Service (HOS) 
limitations on drivers 

Shifts per day One shift primarily; 10-15% of owner/operators do two shifts. 

Turns (round trips) per day 3 turns typically, 4-5 on a good day. 

Capital costs $110,000 for new diesel truck; perhaps room for a $50-70k 
increment for alternative fuel trucks, based on interview 
input.  

Flexibility to assign to a subset of routes All trucks must be “full service” trucks. Due to labor and other 
limitations, a driver can’t be assigned to serve only a subset of 
routes (for example, just routes between the ports and the 
near-dock railyards.) 

Overnight storage 80-90% of trucks return to operator yards near the ports. 

 

Table 4. Key Performance Parameters Related to Truck Performance 

Key Performance Parameter Baseline Values 

Engine parameters 400HP, 1200-1800 ft-lbs torque expected for diesel. 

Top speed Operators limit truck capability to 62-65 MPH. 

Acceleration requirements Sufficient for operation on local roads and freeways. The 
necessary acceleration can be achieved in a truck with the 
specified engine parameters. 

Gradeability and startability Maximum grade of 6% occurs on the bridges entering/leaving 
the ports. Trucks must be able to start from zero while fully 
loaded when stuck in traffic on the bridge, and climb this 
grade at 40MPH when traffic is moving freely. 

Idling capability  (hours of idling at one 
time or over a day) 

Very little idling time – regulations limit idling to 5 minutes 
before shutoff. But creep time can be 30 mins-1 hour at the 
ports (for example, trucks waiting in queues). 

Capacity for freight load Containers can vary from 10,000lbs to 44,000 lbs. 

Operating Temperatures The lowest and highest recorded temperature in the Los 
Angeles region is 24 degrees to 113 degrees Fahrenheit. 

Accessory loads Drivers expect all “creature comforts” including A/C, sound 
system and lighting. 

“Urge to move” / creep mode Required due to the time trucks spend in line at the ports. 
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Table 5. Key Performance Parameters Related to Vehicle Lifetime and Service Requirements 

Key Performance Parameter Baseline Values 

Durability: Vehicle Lifetime - Miles Survey and interviewees indicated approximately 500,000 
miles 

Durability: Vehicle Lifetime - Years Survey shows at least 8 years for diesel trucks. Interviewees 
specified a target of at least 10 years minimum.  

Uptime or availability – compare 
frequency of issues against the service 
time. 

Diesel trucks typically achieve 90% uptime. Down 2-3 days per 
month for maintenance and service. The industry target for 
this KPP is at least 90%. 

Serviceability – availability of diagnostic 
tools and manuals? Need to service in-
house? 

Not a concern – except for the largest companies, 
maintenance is contracted out. 

Warrantee Typical diesel warrantee 3 years / 300,000 miles. Longer 
warrantee for alt fuel trucks helps to alleviate concerns about 
reliability. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR ZE TRUCK 

TCO/BUSINESS CASE ANALYSIS 

The KPPs identified here create initial operational characteristics for zero-emission trucks, and specify 

the requirements that these trucks must meet in order to substitute conventional diesel vehicles. Many 

KPPs can be used as technical parameters for ZE truck design, such as truck speed and range. Others are 

more nuanced, and require an evaluation of how a ZE truck fits into current drayage operations. 

The largest limiting factor to emerge from this analysis is the requirement for “all-purpose” drayage 

trucks. While a strategy of establishing the routes for a ZE truck, for example shuttling containers to the 

near-dock railyards, is appealing for technical reasons, it is impractical due to logistical and other issues. 

Because drivers are independent contractors, the dray operators have limited control over their actions. 

Further, if a driver’s route were restricted, this would raise equity concerns if the driver turn fewer 

containers and earn less money. A strategy of limited routes is most feasible when drivers are directly 

employed by the operator, and can be assigned to predetermined routes. In short, any proposed ZE 

technology must be fully capable of replacing a current diesel drayage truck. 

Strategies and technologies to improve productivity can be just as important as technologies to improve 

the performance of ZE trucks. If an operator can increase productivity from 3 turns per day to 4 or 5 

turns per day, this provides more revenue per truck that can be invested in zero emission technology. 

Interviewees advocated for “smart trucks, dumb infrastructure.” In this perspective, the truck 

technologies evolve so quickly that it doesn’t make sense to invest in expensive infrastructure projects, 

such as in-road power. These installations risk quickly becoming obsolete. 

Upcoming information and potential future projects will further specify operator needs. The Harbor 

Trucking Association is currently conducting a study to evaluate the trips and delays of 1,300 vehicles 

equipped with GPS equipment. This information, to be available in the second half of 2013, will provide 

insights into truck behavior. In addition, the work completed in this KPP report could inform a future 

PDD analysis, which would convert the KPP requirements into OEM design targets. 

These KPPs will inform the ZE truck TCO analysis, and be used to analyze the suitability of competing 

zero emission technologies. 
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APPENDIX A: DRAYAGE USER SURVEY 
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The Gateway Cities Council of Governments has partnered with CALSTART to examine if it is feasible and affordable to 
operate zeroemission trucks in the I710 corridor. As a first step, we are surveying drayage truck companies and 
operators to learn more about their needs and experiences with alternative fuels. 
 
The program focuses on drayage and daycab trucks operating along the corridor, including traffic from the San Pedro 
Bay ports as well as other sources. We would like to talk with you today about how you use your trucks, and how you 
manage your operations – these factors will be critical in designing trucks that fit into the way you work without imposing 
new challenges on your already challenging jobs. 
 
Your input is vital, and this is your chance to influence future truck development. Your answers will be kept confidential, 
and only aggregated data will be shown to anyone other than the research team at CALSTART. Please answer to the 
best of your knowledge, and as best you remember – you are the experts and the OEMs and suppliers need your help. 

1. Please indicate your role at your company

2. Size of your Class 8 truck fleet

3. Number of Class 8 truck drivers?

 
General Information

Dispatcher
 

nmlkj

Truck Driver
 

nmlkj

Fleet Manager
 

nmlkj

Company Owner
 

nmlkj

OwnerOperator
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify)
 

 
nmlkj

1 to 3
 

nmlkj

4 to 10
 

nmlkj

11 to 20
 

nmlkj

21 to 50
 

nmlkj

51 to 200
 

nmlkj

201 to 1000
 

nmlkj

1000+
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify) 

1 to 9
 

nmlkj 10 to 24
 

nmlkj 25 to 50
 

nmlkj 50 or more
 

nmlkj

Other 
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4. What are your company's business activities?

Not Involved Minor Involvement Some business A large portion Primary focus

Manufacturing gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc

Wholesale/Retail gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc

Drayage/Short Haul 
(generally under 50 miles)

gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc

Medium Distance Trucking 
(50300 miles)

gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc

Long Distance Trucking 
(over 300 miles)

gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc

Freight Forwarder gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc

Customs Broker gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc

Warehouse 
Distribution/Transload

gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc

 

Other (please specify) 

Other 
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5. Do you have a main headquarters/depot in the LA basin?

6. What percentage of your truck trips start from this location?

7. How often do you return your truck to your starting point or the main HQ/Depot?

8. If you serve the ports, what is the distance from your starting location to the San Pedro 
Ports?

9. FOR TRIPS BEGINNING AT THE PORTS, how far do you usually travel to your delivery 
destination?

 
Questions about Truck Trips

Percentage (0 to 100)

Rarely Occasionally Often Very Often

less than 10 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

11 to 20 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

21 to 40 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

41 to 60 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

60 to 100 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

more than 100 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Yes
 

nmlkj

No
 

nmlkj

If so, what is the zip code? 

Never
 

nmlkj

After each run
 

nmlkj

After each shift
 

nmlkj

At end of day
 

nmlkj

Only when needed
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify)
 

 
nmlkj

less than 10 miles
 

nmlkj

11 to 20 miles
 

nmlkj

21 to 30 miles
 

nmlkj

30 to 40 miles
 

nmlkj

over 40 miles
 

nmlkj
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10. From your starting point (e.g. headquarters, truck parking location), how far do you 
travel to your first pickup location?

11. FOR BOTH PORT AND NONPORT TRIPS: From the pickup location, how far do you 
usually travel to the delivery point?

12. For ALL TRIPS on the I710 corridor, how far do you usually travel before getting on the 
I710 or after getting off the I710?

Rarely Occasionally Often Very Often

less than 10 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

11 to 20 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

21 to 30 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

30 to 40 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

over 40 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Rarely Occasionally Often Very Often

less than 10 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

11 to 20 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

21 to 40 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

41 to 60 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

60 to 100 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

more than 100 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Rarely Occasionally Often Very Often

less than 10 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

11 to 20 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

21 to 40 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

41 to 60 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

60 to 100 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

more than 100 miles nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

 

Other 
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13. How much do you operate your trucks? (Number of shifts per day)

14. How much do you operate your trucks? (hours per shift)

15. When you are at a destination to pick up or drop off cargo, how long is your truck 
stopped/parked before you can leave for the next assignment?

16. How often do you stop to refuel (number of times per shift)

17. How often do you typically stop to refuel? (number of times per day)

 
Questions about Shifts and Fueling

Less than 30 mins 30 mins to 1 hr 1 to 2 hrs more than 2 hrs

At the Port nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

At a BCO nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

At the distribution center nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

1
 

nmlkj 2
 

nmlkj 3
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify) 

6
 

nmlkj 8
 

nmlkj 10
 

nmlkj 12
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify) 

1
 

nmlkj

2
 

nmlkj

3
 

nmlkj

1
 

nmlkj

2
 

nmlkj

3
 

nmlkj

Other 

Other 
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18. When do you usually refuel? (check all that apply)

19. Where do you typically refuel? (check all that apply)

20. For you, given how you currently refuel, what is the MINIMUM acceptable driving range 
before needing to refuel?

21. Do you usually do other things when stopping for fuel?

Start of shift
 

gfedc

End of shift
 

gfedc

When I am below 1/4 tank
 

gfedc

When I am near empty
 

gfedc

At meal/rest break
 

gfedc

After each run/assignment
 

gfedc

Other (please specify)
 

 
gfedc

Company fueling depot
 

gfedc

Wherever is cheapest on route
 

gfedc

Wherever is cheapest near route
 

gfedc

Wherever is nearest to origin/destination
 

gfedc

Wherever is nearest when I need to fuel
 

gfedc

Wherever is nearest at meal/rest break
 

gfedc

Other (please specify)
 

 
gfedc

50 miles or less
 

nmlkj 50 to 100 miles
 

nmlkj 100 to 200 miles
 

nmlkj over 200 miles
 

nmlkj

do paperwork
 

gfedc

rest/bathroom break
 

gfedc

meal
 

gfedc

smoke
 

gfedc

phone calls
 

gfedc

buy snacks/smokes/etc
 

gfedc

don't do anything
 

gfedc

Other (please specify)
 

 
gfedc
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22. For your typical refueling stop, how long are you stopped (including refueling and 
other activities before resuming driving)?

 

less than 10 

minutes 

nmlkj 10 minutes
 

nmlkj 20 minutes
 

nmlkj 30 minutes
 

nmlkj 45 minutes
 

nmlkj more than 45 

minutes 

nmlkj
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23. How long does your company keep their trucks (full vehicle lifetime, not retirements 
due to regulation)

24. Do factors other than age change how long a truck is kept before resale? (check all 
that apply)

25. On average, how many miles per year are put on your trucks?

26. Do you have trucks particularly assigned to routes, or do all trucks serve all 
assignments?

27. How are trucks usually selected for an assignment? (check all that apply)

 
Questions about Service Life, Turnover, and Purchasing

(miles)

 

3 years or less
 

nmlkj

3 to 5 years
 

nmlkj

5 to 8 years
 

nmlkj

8 to 10 years
 

nmlkj

more than 10 years
 

nmlkj

Don't know
 

nmlkj

Mileage limits (specify mileage limit in comments)
 

gfedc

Maintenance costs (specify cost threshold in comments)
 

gfedc

Purchasing incentives or dealer offers
 

gfedc

Regulations or requirements
 

gfedc

Don't know
 

gfedc

Certain trucks used only on certain routes
 

nmlkj

All trucks available to serve all assignments
 

nmlkj

First available
 

gfedc

By destination
 

gfedc

By route
 

gfedc

By cargo type/weight
 

gfedc

By shipper/BCO
 

gfedc

Other (please specify)
 

 
gfedc
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28. Which alternative fuel trucks have you owned and/or operated in the past? (check all 
that apply)

29. Which alternative fuel trucks do you currently own and/or operate? (check all that 
apply)

30. Would you like to have alternative fuel trucks (or acquire more if you already have 
some)?

31. What is your average fuel cost per truck per year?

32. Do you have your own fueling facilities? (check all that apply)

 
Questions about Alternative Fuels

(dollars)

CNG
 

gfedc

LNG
 

gfedc

Electric
 

gfedc

Hydrogen
 

gfedc

Propane/Autogas
 

gfedc

None
 

gfedc

Other (please specify) 

CNG
 

gfedc

LNG
 

gfedc

Electric
 

gfedc

Hydrogen
 

gfedc

Propane/Autogas
 

gfedc

None
 

gfedc

Other (please specify) 

Yes
 

nmlkj

No
 

nmlkj

If no, why not? 

Diesel
 

gfedc

CNG
 

gfedc

LNG
 

gfedc

Propane/Autogas
 

gfedc

Don't have any
 

gfedc

Other (please specify) 
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33. Do you have a special purchase agreement for fuel?

34. If you have special fuel purchasing agreements, about how much do you save per year 
due to the agreement(s)?
(dollars)

 

Yes, for diesel
 

gfedc

Yes, for CNG
 

gfedc

Yes, for LNG
 

gfedc

Yes, for Propane/Autogas
 

gfedc

No
 

gfedc

Other (please specify)
 

 
gfedc
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35. Which of the following sources of information do you use to plan your trip routes 
(check all that apply)

 
Questions about Communications

Other Drivers
 

gfedc

Emodal
 

gfedc

Other direct communications from Ports (identify in comments)
 

gfedc

ClosedCircuit TV Feeds (identify in comments)
 

gfedc

Communications from trucking firms providing assignments (identify in comments)
 

gfedc

Electronic highway message signs
 

gfedc

511 phone
 

gfedc

Other smartphone apps (identify in comments)
 

gfedc

SigAlert
 

gfedc

Website with traveler information (identify site in comments)
 

gfedc

Radio / TV reports (identify station in comments)
 

gfedc

Invehicle GPS systems (identify brand in comments)
 

gfedc

Other (describe in comments)
 

gfedc

For choices above, provide more information here 

55

66
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36. Which of the following is your MOST IMPORTANT source of information to plan your 
trip routes (check only one)

37. Which of the following communication tools do you use to collect information to make 
your trips into and out of San Pedro Ports? (check all that apply)

Other Drivers
 

nmlkj

Emodal
 

nmlkj

Other direct communications from Ports (identify in comments)
 

nmlkj

ClosedCircuit TV Feeds (identify in comments)
 

nmlkj

Communications from trucking firms providing assignments (identify in comments)
 

nmlkj

Electronic highway message signs
 

nmlkj

511 phone
 

nmlkj

Other smartphone apps (identify in comments)
 

nmlkj

SigAlert
 

nmlkj

Website with traveler information (identify site in comments)
 

nmlkj

Radio / TV reports (identify station in comments)
 

nmlkj

Invehicle GPS systems (identify brand in comments)
 

nmlkj

Other (describe in comments)
 

nmlkj

For choices above, provide more information here 

55

66

CB Radio
 

gfedc

Motorola radio phones
 

gfedc

GPS/Navi unit
 

gfedc

Traditional mobile phone
 

gfedc

"Smart" mobile phone with graphic display and internet access
 

gfedc

AM/FM radio
 

gfedc

Mobile computing device (tablet/iPad/laptop/PDA)
 

gfedc

Other (please specify)
 

 
gfedc
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38. Which is your PRIMARY communication tool? (check only one)

39. How do you use this information? (check all that apply)

CB Radio
 

nmlkj

Nextel radio phones
 

nmlkj

GPS/Navi unit
 

nmlkj

Traditional mobile phone
 

nmlkj

"Smart" mobile phone with graphic display and internet access
 

nmlkj

AM/FM radio
 

nmlkj

Mobile computing device (tablet/iPad/laptop/PDA)
 

nmlkj

Other (please specify)
 

 
nmlkj

Accept or decline assignments
 

gfedc

Change route prior to departure
 

gfedc

Change route while driving
 

gfedc

Change pickup/delivery times
 

gfedc

Other (please specify)
 

 
gfedc
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